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The criminal investigation against CHANG for his offences of murder, rape etc. is 

closed November 20, and CHANG is prosecuted hereafter: 

CHANG was in a relationship with a woman, Ms. A, since November 2013. Owing to 

conflicts in their relationship, they travelled to Japan in order to see if there is any 

chance to heal the conflicts. However, CHANG took advantage of this opportunity 

and raped Ms. A continuously at the hotel they stayed in Kyoto, Japan on the evening 

of 8 September, 2014 and another hotel at Osaka, Japan on the evening of 10 

September. When stayed in the hotel in Osaka, CHANG even took photos of Ms. A in 

her naked body.  

After returning from Japan, the two people decided to break up their relationship. 

CHANG entered Ms. A’s residence in Taipei city without her consent on the evening 

of 14 September. When asked by Ms. A to leave her property, CHANG threatened Ms. 

A to have sex with him again, if she wanted to recover the photos with her nude body. 

He then left her residence.  

On the early morning of 22 September, CHANG was woken up by having a nightmare. 

He got up, went to Ms. A’s residence again and waited her there with a knife in his 

backpack. He bought the knife several days ago. On the same morning at 3 to 7 

o’clock, CHANG followed Ms. A after observing her leaving the house. He then held 

Ms. A and asked her to be his girlfriend on the last day of his life as he had a knife. 

Ms. A was frightened and pushed CHANG away. CHANG became furious and stabbed 

Ms. A numerous times with the knife he carried in his backpack. After the brutal 

murder, CHANG took off the corpse’s pants and underwear and touched the victim’s 

vagina with his mouth.  

CHANG has therefore been prosecuted for accounts of rape, take photos of one’s 

activity without proper cause, threatening to one’s life, entering real estate without 

permission, murder and insulting a corpse, which are ruled under article 221, 315-1, 

305, 306, 247 of Criminal Code. 

  

During the investigation, CHANG defended himself that he in fact only intended to 

end his own life instead, but he was angered by the victim. Since CHANG has shown 

no regret for his criminal acts, this office suggests the judge to offer a sever ruling 

and punishment on CHANG for his brutal and inhumane criminal acts.  


